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ANNE FRANK

Anne Frank is probably the most universal symbol of the monstrous
persecution suffered by the Jews. I dedicate this short piece of mine,
written many years ago, to the Day of Memory.
All over the world, minorities are still vexed, tortured and killed because
of that immortal germ that is part of human nature and that is inspired by
the deep hatred produced by extreme and fanatic creeds. It is the case of
South Africans in Pretoria, who try to dominate the black majority through
the use of tanks; it is also the case of the Gaza Strip, where the once
tortured Jews are now torturing the extremely poor Arab population that
responds with stones to machine guns, thus giving life to Intifada. But it
is also the case of the dramatic events we are witnessing these days – the
massacre of Chinese students in Tiananmen Square. For these oppressed
peoples of yesterday, today, and tomorrow, and also to offer a lesson of
Astrology, let us examine the little literary masterpiece (The Diary) and
the dramatic story of the Jew teenager Anne Frank. She migrated to
Germany in 1933, she lived with her family hiding for two years in a
house in the city centre of Amsterdam with her family, and then she was
found and arrested with her family by the Gestapo in early August 1944.
She was detained in a concentration camp and died two months before
the allies liberation. All the members of her family died except for her
father who, going back to the house in Amsterdam where they had hid,
collected her Het Achterhvis, the diary she had written between June
1942 and August 1, 1944. It remains one of the greatest accusations to
the barbarity of the Nazi against one people, something which can be
ascribable to the sign of Pisces, haunted since the beginning, since those
famous days on Mount Sinai.
Here is a short passage from the Diary: “It is a huge miracle I have not
given up all my hopes yet, just because it seems absurd and inescapable.
I still keep them, in spite of everything, because I still believe in the inner
goodness of mankind. It is impossible for me to consider everything in
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the light of death, of misery, of confusion. I see the world is slowly
turning into a desert, I hear the thunder which will kill us all getting
closer and closer, participating in the sorrow of millions of people,
and yet, when I look at the sky, I think that everything will turn fine,
and that even this cruel hardness will stop, that order, peace and
tranquillity will come again.”
Commenting on these lines, the writer Natalia Ginzburg has argued:
“Thus writes Anne few days before the Germans burst in her “secret
lodging”. Words like these make her Diary something more than a simple
human testimony; pages like these make us turn to this book again and
again, overcoming the compassionate feeling induced in us by the innocent
voice which was silenced.
We treasure the memory of the trustful and quiet vibration of this
voice, its brave goodness that has overcome death”.
These short reflections by Ginzburg and the always fascinating rereading of the diary of this girl whose voice was silenced for ever because
she was wearing a star on her sleeve, invite on my part some considerations
on censorship, and on good and evil, that however I do not wish to
express here, in this necessarily restrained space. I hope I will be able to
express my thoughts on this topic in a book of mine whose “voice”,
hopefully, will not be silenced.
Anne Frank, according to the authoritative American colleague Lois
M. Rodden, was born in Frankfurt on June 12, 1929, at 7.30 a.m. Her
chart is shown in the table, with the Ascendant in Leo and Moon as well
in Leo. This very Moon was closely conjunct to Neptune in the Second
House, a little further away from Mars in Leo in the First House. Without
much effort, at a first reading this could be interpreted – during the war
and the Holocaust – as violent death, killing, murder for religious faith; it
is of little importance that the German officers declared that she had died
of typhus or, more easily, eliminated through a shower in the gas chambers
and then cremated. The Moon in Leo, conjunct to Neptune in the Second
House, has also left us the legacy of that diary of hers that, while from a
literary point of view can be compared to the milestones of literature of
all times and countries, on the other hand it is also one of the highest
testimony of the tragedy of a people seen through the eyes of a little girl
who had been walled in a house knowing she had to walk barefoot, that
she could wash only in certain hours of the day, and that she could rarely
speak, and always only after office hours. Anne Frank had a nice Sun in
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Gemini, conjunct to a lively Mercury, and in opposition to Saturn which
satisfactorily explains her necessity to live as a forty-year old at the age
of fifteen, always with a hand on her mouth, getting used to self-censorship
even in the little moments of joy that her wretched life offered her, in the
constant terror of being found. She, as well as her family, knew very well
what would happen to her if a spy denounced her to the Gestapo. Actually
she was probably sold for a few coins, as it had happened to someone
else two thousand years before. Every time she heard a siren wailing in
the neighbourhood her heart went mad and almost stopped to beat. Her
“voluntary” imprisonment lasted two years, from June 1942 to August
1944. In her diary she expressed the hopes and the confessions of an
adolescent who refuses to believe that she is experiencing the “real” side
of humankind and that “later” that normality will be restored. She was
also a Castor-type Gemini (very emotional and little active) and thus little
shallow. She could have never been shallow due to the opposition to
Saturn. In the few years of her life she also fell in love. Her Venus in
Taurus in the Tenth House probably inspired the feelings of humanity
and optimism that are usually not to be found in adult Jews who, in most
cases, feel haunted – and they probably are, at least in the cases, as I
have said, when they are not haunting themselves harmless peoples. This
is a repeating destiny that would lead us to wider reflections on man and
life that I cannot deal with in these few pages. The dominant of Anne’s
Chart is Uranus, conjunct to Midheaven, almost in equal dignity with
Pluto in the Gauquelin zone. The latter accounts for her segregation, her
years of panic, her arrest, her deportation and her terrible death. Uranus
accounts for the big blows of fortune in her life: her father was a very
rich banker, her family had to flee from Nazi Germany and seek refuge in
the free (for the moment) Netherlands; they subsequently hid in that sort
of dark tunnel where they suffered from starvation and every kind of
deprivation. Then came the arrest and, as I said, death.
In spite of everything, our Gemini with the Moon in conjunction to
Neptune was very sweet and kind and firmly believed in friendship among
men (important Eleventh House with Jupiter that in fact had a crucial role
through the support that many friends gave them during the two-year
period of clandestinity). Rather than of the book, this especially makes
me think of some wonderful scenes in George Stevens’ movie by the
same name. It is a black and white 1958/1959 movie where the protagonist
is portrayed while, on a spring day, probably her last, she looks up to a
patch of sky from the attic where she hid. In that radiant sunset she sees
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some swallows flying and is moved at the thought of her situation
compared to their freedom. However, Anne always held that patch of
sky in her heart, as well as the chirp of those swallows that, although
saved on that occasion, often were, are and will be overthrown by the
wickedness of men.
Anne started writing her diary in June 1942, with Jupiter transiting in
her Sun. This year many Gemini complained that they have not gained
anything from the very fast transit of the Great Beneficent, but quite
probably Anne as well would have never thought, while starting to write
her diary, that she was about to write an immortal book that by itself is
more effective than a thousand stills showing how, after digging their
own mass grave, millions of naked skeleton-men and women were
barbarically killed. This happened following what a small Austrian military
officer, Adolf Hitler, had theorized in his Mein Kampf: “The means that
can earn the easiest victory on reason: terror and force”.
Anne heard for the last time the frightening siren of the Gestapo that
was coming for her on that occasion: it was August 4, 1944. She listened
with the heart in her throat the firm steps and the dry orders of Hitler’s
Schutzstaffeln. Then came the sad epilogue. Separated from her family,
she was brought on a truck to the concentration camp of Bergen-Belsen
and there she died in March 1945. Her last Solar Return before the arrest,
drawn for Amsterdam – but the differences would have been slight with
the Frankfurt sky –, shows an important Seven House and this convinces
me even more that this sector of the sky, in given conditions, can prove
particularly ominous.
Today our children would watch Charlie’s Angels on TV rather than
films like Stevens’ and I do not know whether this is good or bad. They
probably think that the monsters they should defend from come out of
insane technological cartoons, or from Hollywood or Japanese horror
films. Far from willing to make any sort of pressure and/or violence, I
believe it is our task as parents to instruct our children to feed on “real
monsters” as well, because every historical moment hides them in great
numbers, possibly dressed up as ecologic crusaders or as benevolent
charlatans of every day life.

Ciro Discepolo
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An astrologer, journalist and writer, Ciro Discepolo
was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th of July,
at 5:40 am). He worked for twenty years for the
most popular daily of Naples, Il Mattino, writing
articles on science, medicine, informatics, literature
and astrology. He has always refused to cast the
so-called ‘horoscopes of the solar signs’ for that
newspaper, as well as for any other newspaper or
magazine. He worked (at the age of 20) for five years at the CNR (National
Research Council) as Research Helper and, for two years, as Electronic
Measures Laboratory’s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR. He has
been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 70 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United
States of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia) and he
has published over 1,000 astrological lessons on YouTube and about 250
short Astrology Essays on Google Books. In 1990 he founded the
quarterly Ricerca ‘90, which he has been editing and publishing since then.
He has been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his
interest in astrology. During the early ‘90s, he obtained brilliant results with
researches on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects, in different
years and always under the control of different experts of statistics among
which also teachers of the University of Naples. The astrological rules #1
and #2, published in his Transits and Solar Returns but already described
decades earlier in other publications of his, have been statistically
demonstrated by Didier Castille – the greatest astrological statistic researcher
in the world – on the entire French population, and this is probably the
most convincing evidence in Astrology of the possibility to statistically
demonstrate some astrological items. These rules were also demonstrated
in over 40 years of studies by some researchers of Zurich University and
they are the only statements of an astrologer, of every time, demonstrated
by Official Science. He has been holding seminars, courses and lectures in
different universities and cultural centres in Italy and abroad. He particularly
deals with Predictive Astrology, Aimed Solar Returns and Aimed Lunar
Returns. According to many colleagues, he may be considered the greatest
living expert of this area of study. Not only has he written many texts on
this specific segment of the art of Urania – he can also rely on the experience
of more than 25,000 aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2012).
The outcomes of these aimed birthdays have been recorded and analyzed
by his consultants and himself at the end of each year after the consultant’s
departure for the aimed birthday. He has developed extremely advanced
software packages for the study of Predictive Astrology, also projecting an
innovative algorithm which is particularly useful for the dating of events
within one year, for individuals or groups of people. He is deeply interested
in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the school of André
Barbault. He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

